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SYNTHÈSE :

Comme pour les autres pays européens, la pointe de consommation d'électricité
en France se produit l'hiver. En raison de l'importance prise par le chauffage électrique
dans l'habitat, Ia sensibilité de la consommation à la température extérieure est très
forte (environ 1300 MW lorsque la température chute de O0C à -I0C). Pour faire face
aux besoins de puissance lors des vagues de froid, EDF a cherché à identifier les
équipements spécifiques adaptés aux besoins de l'extrême pointe (faible durée de vie
des matériels et coût d'investissement minimal) et a étudié la possibilité d'installer des
moyens de production dans les postes sources du réseau (20 kV). Cette solution permet
de limiter le développement des réseaux dans la mesure où ces moyens se trouvent
disséminés près des centres de consommation. Une expérimentation, réalisée sur 3
groupes Diesels de 800 kWe à Senlis, a mis en évidence les points faibles du Diesel
(maintenance importante, émissions polluantes, nuisances acoustiques).

EDF s'est alors intéressé, pour la même application, aux turbines à gaz, pour
lesquelles ces inconvénients sont réduits. Une étude, réalisée sous contrat EDF par le
constructeur français TURBOMECA, a montré qu'il était possible de concevoir une
turbine à gaz de faible puissance qui soit compétitive avec le Diesel, Ie faible coût
d'investissement pouvant être atteint en simplifiant la machine, en adaptant sa durée de
vie aux besoins d'extrême pointe, et en jouant sur l'effet de série.

TURBOMECA a défini les caractéristiques (2 MW, rendement 22% à 230F,
durée de vie 6 000 heures) et la veine aérodynamique de la machine. Il a chiffré la mise
en groupe. En terme de coût global (investissement, maintenance et combustible), la
turbine à gaz apparaît plus compétitive que le Diesel pour des durées annuelles de
fonctionnement inférieures à une centaine d'heures, ce qui correspond bien à l'usage
en extrême pointe. Les coûts de maintenance plus faibles et la meilleure disponibilité
contrebalancent le surcoût d'investissement (environ 10%) et la plus grande
consommation (+ 50%).



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

As with other European countries, in France peak consumption of electricity
occurs during winter. Due to the increasing use of electricity for domestic heating,
outside temperature greatly influences consumption (1 200 MW for a drop of I0C). To
meet requirements during cold spells, EDF has sought to determine which special
facilities are best suited for extreme peak load conditions (i.e. offering short lifespan
and minimum capital cost) and has studied the possibility of installing generation
means in transformer substations (20 kV). This solution does not require extension of
networks since these means are scattered near consumption areas. An experiment
conducted on 3 Diesel generators of 800 kWe each at Senlis revealed some of the
disadvantages of Diesel (maintenance requirements, polluting emissions and noise).

EDF then examined, for this same application, the use of gas turbines, for
which these drawbacks are significantly less. A study carried out under an EDF
contract by the French manufacturer TURBOMECA showed that it is possible to
design a small capacity gas turbine that can compete with Diesel generators, and that
capital costs could be minimised by simplifying the machine, adapting its lifespan to
extreme peak load needs, and taking advantage of lower cost provided by mass
production.

TURBOMECA defined the machine's characteristics (2 MW, 6 000 hours
lifespan) and aerodynamic flow. It also estimated the cost of packaging. In terms of
overall cost (including initial investment, maintenance and fuel) the gas turbine
appears cheaper than Diesel generators for annual operation times of less than one
hundred hours, which corresponds closely with extreme peak load use. The lower
maintenance costs and the better availability counterbalance the higher capital cost
(+ 6%) and the greater consumption (+ 50%).
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The generation mix or Electricité de France (EDF)

Electricité de France generates and distributes the bulk of
electric power in France.

The load duration curve for the year 2000, estimated on an
assumption of average growth, is provided in figure 1.

The following should be noted :

- nuclear plants are predominant (SO % of the generating
capacity, 75 % of the production). They are used for
base-load operation.

- middle load requirements are assured by fossil-fuel fired
plants (coal and oil).

- peak load, which occurs in winter, is very pronounced. It
leads to significant power requirements over short
periods (approximately 160 to 50 hours per year).
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Figure 1 : Load duration curve for the year 2000



The extreme peak load context

Due to the considerable increase in electric domestic
heating over the last few years, the consumption of
electricity in Fiance is characterised by its sensitivity
to outside temperature variations.

Currently, when the temperature falls I t (1.8° F)
from 0° C to -1° C, power requirements increase 1200
MW. In 2000, an additional 2200 MW will be
required for each I0C temperaiure drop.

This situation may result in a large gap between
supply and demand and cause deeply felt and long-
lasting shortages during long cold spells.

EDF has given thought to ways of avoiding this type
of situation.

- With respect to demand, this has meant the
application of new rates, to encourage certain
consumers to reduce consumption during extreme
peak load periods in Winter.

- With respect to supply, this has meant a need for
new supplementary generation means, and power
import contracts.

The installation of a plant near load centres avoids
power transits from the upstream networks to supply
local requirements. Savings can thus be made on the
investments in the network that would have been
required to transport power from generation plants to
consumers, and also on the energy that would have
been lost in transit. Therefore it is clear that the
optimum connection point, from the network angle, is
the one closest to the points of consumption.

The prospective estimate of network development
costs for each voltage level, and analysis of the share
in cost to be allotted to peak load, have revealed that
the generation cost of a kW installed in a MV network
(20 kV), including losses, is 15 % lower than a kW
installed in EHV networks (225 W ) .

But peak-load units are not only of interest for peak
demand periods. If they can be controlled from load
dispatch centres, they may be used as back-up units if
an incident occurs in the network, and in this way,
may reduce network costs throughout the year.
Everything included, the cost of a kW installed in MV
would be roughly 30 % lower than in EHV.

With regard to generation means, studies have been
carried out at EDFs Reasearch and Development
Division to identify and design special equipments for
meeting extreme peak load requirements that offer
short Iifespans and minimum capital cost

In addition to high-power gas turbines connected at
high-voltage levels, which constitute the reference for
peak load units, EDF has studied the possibility of
using low-power generators (from 0.5 to 2 MW)
connected to the MV busbars (20 kV) of HV/MV
transformer substations.

2 - INSTALLING GENERATION MEANS IN
SUBSTATIONS?

Using Diesel generators in substations : The Senlis
experiment

Interaction with the network

Due to the relative freedom of peak load unit
installation, their connection level and location may be
selected so as to minimize the construction of works
required for new generating units.

These choices influence networks considerably.

Studies initially concentrated on Diesel generators for
which mass production economies of scale, in this
power range, are most significant.

They resulted in the experimenting of three low-power
Diesel generators of 800 kWe each in the Senlis
substation, which was commissioned in February
1990.

The experience gained has revealed the drawbacks of
Diesel generators, which require regular maintenance
and cause considerable noise and polluting emissions.



Using gas turbines in substations ?

EDF then examined the use of low-power gas turbines
for the same purpose, which offer the following
advantages with respect to Diesel engines :

- much less polluting emissions and noise

- better starting reliability

- less maintenance

However, the capital cost of gas turbines for this
power range is currently much higher than that of
Diesel units, for the following 2 reasons :

- they are produced in limited series

- these turbines are often aeroderivanves, based on
very sophisticated designs.

But it was learned that the cost of this equipment could
be reduced when used for this very specific
application. Several possibilities were noted :

- the use of simple materials compatible with the
equipment's limited Iifespan

- simplification of design, since efficiency is not of
the utmost importance for such limited annual
operation times

- reduced production costs due to mass production for
EDF and associated markets (see section S).

EDF consulted French manufacturer TURBOMECA
to determine the feasibility of developing a gas turbine
meeting extreme peak load requirements which would
be competitive with Diesel generators.

Initial examination revealed that the optimum power
level corresponding to minimum capital cost was
approximately 2 MW.

TURBOMECA then determined the optimum
[hermodynamic cycle (i.e. pressure ratio and turbine
inlet temperature) for the materials used and the
desired Iifespan. The aerodynamic flow was
determined, which enabled the machine's section to be
drawn. The cost of the turbine was assessed.

3.2 - Architecture

The manufacturer selected a single-shaft machine
featuring :

- a single-wheel radial compressor in cast steel, to
reduce cost, and with inclined blades for efficiency.

- A 2-stage axial flow turbine, so as not to excessively
reduce the expansion ratio (for cycle efficiency). The
turbine is made of INCO 738, except for the first stage
blading which is made of IN 100.

- a combustion chamber consisting of 3 large external
cans, which simplifies inspection and maintenance and
enables better polluting emissions control.

3 - EXTREME PEAK LOAD GAS TURBINE
FEASIBILITY STUDY

3.1 - Study methodology :

The purpose of the study was to design a gas turbine
generator offering a minimum overall cost (including
capital cost+operating costs).

Figure 2 : Longitudinal section of the turbine

33 • Optimising the thermodynamic cycle

The optimisation calculation was made using the limit
values of components materials :

• for the compressor, the material and the desired
Iifespan dictate the maximum peripheral speed.



- for the turbine, the lifespan (6,000 hours for the bla-
ding) dictates the maximum inlet temperature for a
given specific ratio of expansion and rotational speed.

Assuming the rated power (2 MW), the optimum speed
of the turbine-compressor unit may be determined.

The calculation of this optimum speed resulted in the
selection of the blade inclination angle.

Due to the low cost objective, the manufacturer
decided to reduce the levels of compressor and turbine
efficiency generally provided for aeronautic engines
(simplified machining, larger turbine casing clearances,
etc.). Reductions of 4 and 2.S points for respectively
the compressor and turbine efficiencies were therefore
used as a basis for calculating performance.

The main cycle parameters at design point (outside
température-5°Cor23°F) areas follows:

-power

-efficiency

-rotating speed

200OkW

2 3 5 %

23,000 rpm

These results are obtained with the usual values of
intake and exhaust head losses (4 and 3 %
respectively). Considering the short periods of use,
these values could be significantly reduced by
removing the inlet filter and/or by simplifying the
exhaust A power gain of approximately 5 % could
thus be obtained.

Figure 3 indicate power as a function of external
temperature. A power increase of approximately 1 %
per 1° C drop is obtained without any reduction in
lifespan since turbine speed and intake temperature
remain constant. For outside temperatures of less than
- 5° C, the following operating modes are possible :

- the first mode consists in keeping the turbine inlet
temperature (TTT) constant, and thus allowing power to
increase (see dotted line graph),

- the second mode consists in keeping power constant
by gradually lowering the TTT (which increases the
machine's lifespan).
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Furthermore, the gas turbine, unlike the Diesel
generator, is capable of providing extra power at the
price of reduced lifespan, by increasing the TIT. The
turbine's lifespan, versus TTT and associated power, is
shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4 - Lifespan versus TIT

Overload operation may prove useful under critical
power generation-transport system conditions.

Figure S gives the residual lifespan after 20 hours of
operation at a given overload level. For instance, it
may be noted that the gas turbine can operate 20 hours
at 120 % of rated power with a lifespan decrease of
only 33 %. i.e. reduced to 4,000 hours.
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Figure S - Residual lifespan after 20 hours
of overload operation.

5 - CAPITAL COST OF A COMPLETE GAS
TURBINE GENERATOR

The capital cost includes the following :

' (he cost of developing and manufacturing the gas
turbine pan (detailed design studies, construction
and testing of a prototype), estimated at USD2S
million, and divided among the total number of
turbines produced

- the cost of the complete generator, ready for
operation

- the costs of commissioning and pre-operabon

• the Engineering & Project management costs.

Ii can be seen that after operation at a given level of
overload, for a specific time, the machine's residual
lifespan can be determined. Availability and
maintenance may therefore be scheduled accordingly.

4-PACKAGING

TURBOMECA selected "MONOBLOC" generators
pre-tested in factory and transportable by standard
road gauge trucks. They are installed externally on a
concrete bed (see figure 6).

The generator supplies 1900 kW of electrical power
output at -5 0C.

Considering the desired operating autonomy CI days),
a large 140 m3 fuel oil storage tank is provided. It
represents one sixth of the packaging cost.
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Mass production potential

The EDF potential extreme peak load market could be
as many as 500 units (i.e. 500 x 1.9 MWe, which
could represent approximately half of the generation
means that could be installed in substations).

In addition to EDF requirements, use as back-up
generators constitutes another potential market for this
type of reliable, cheap and relatively non-polluting gas
turbine, despite their limited lifespan and their rather
low efficiency.

Mass production savings were assessed for 500,1,000
and 2,000 units:

Number of uniu

Oisl of dnbme ilone (%)
Cost of Packaging + Uuullauon

* On-àie leas ( * )
Engineering and project management costs (%)
Prc-oocralion costs ( * )

Capital cost of ihc complete generator (%)

SOO

5Î.3

50.0
6.7
1.0

110

1000

47.7

45.3
6.1
0.9

100C)

2000

45J

42.5
5.7
0.9

94.4

(*> ease 100 : Capital COB of the complete gauraur for 1000 muts

Figure 6 • Shelter dimensions



6 - COMPETITIVENESS OF GAS TURBINES
WITH RESPECT TO DIESEL GENERATORS

The comparison was made on the basis of the
construction of 1,000 gas turbines :

Compared to Diesel engines of equivalent power, gas
turbines appear more economical for annual operating
times of less than about a hundred hours.

7-CONCLUSIONS

Capital cost (%)

Fuel oil specific coosim|)Qra
OJHHV/kWhl
Availability

GT

100 C)

15300

0.9S U)
5 W

DIESEL

94.1 (1)

10000
(* lube oil :ls/kWh)

0.9
ID-

P) base 100: Capital cas: per kW of the GT

(1) the Diesel capital costvascalailaui using the same assmed
aigweering&.projtamanagBnenicosa(S5%)andprcoptratUm
caœll %) as/or the gat turbine.

(Z) theopenwgcostandavailabiliyassiimptwvarecutsavamt;
the tyjcriencc gainedfrtmTurbomecabnci-itpgaicraatiinauatts
beacrfigarcsfcr the gas turbine.

Due to the reduction in network developments costs
and transmission losses, scattering of generating units
in network substations is of interest In addition to
these savings for the few hours of peak load operation,
we must add the savings provided by the possible use
of these units as back-up during the rest of the year.

The substation generation means, whose power ranges
fora 0.5 to 2 MW, may consist of Diesel generators or
gas turbines specially designed for this use. Although
the latter are less efficient, they offer advantages over
Diesel in terms of availability and maintenance cost
which makes their use promising for annual operation
times of less than 100 hours.

For both power generating means, the total annual
cost of generating one guarantied kW as of function of
annual operating duration have been assessed (life is
20 years, "actualization" rate is 8 %, fuel oil cost is
11.2 USDyMBtU HHV, lube oil cost is 0.4 cts/kWh)

It should be noted that this economic analysis was
prepared using very conservative assumptions of
availability, maintenance cost and machine intake and
exhaust head loss.

Furthermore, gas turbines offer the following three
inherent advantages :

- considerable potential overload operation by
increasing turbine inlet temperature (approximately 20
% of rated power in exchange for a reduction in
residual lifespan), which may prove of great utility
during critical power generation-transport system
conditions.

• relatively low polluting emissions (NOx < SO ppmv
as compared to 350 ppmv for Diesel), which allows
them to be installed near urban areas.

- extremely low maintenance, which currently seems to
be essential with respect to the development of a
generating mix that would include several hundred
such machines located throughout the national territo-

Figure 7 - Competition between GT and Diesel
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